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Slide one (TITLE)Ladies and Gentlemen , May I first thank you for inviting me to this most prestigious venue and allowing me the time to address you this morning. I am with you today to discuss how the police and the machinery insurance industry here in the UK  are trying to address the growing problems of machinery and plant theft. And hopefully show you how we are together creating partnerships with the agriculture and construction industries in efforts to prevent further losses to your customers and indeed losses to yourselves. But I am also here to express some warnings to your industry that I feel given the current economic climate, you as an industry need to be aware. You need to now start considering to plan a response and start building defences to these threats or I forsee  that your industry  will be susceptible to suffer extensive losses in the future.     



Machinery and Plant Insurance

An impending financial disaster?
or 

a profitable risk?
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Slide Two (machinery and plant insurance)Machinery theft, well is it considered by your companies as either of the above? Well without trying to sound to be too controversial I think these warnings need to be heeded for those insuring the construction industry at present. 



Britain is facing "arguably the worst“
economic downturn in 60 years

Economy at 60-year low and it will get 
worse!

Alistair Darling 
Chancellor of the Exchequer
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Slide Three (Alistair Darling)These comments were made just a couple of weeks ago by the  chancellor of our government responsible for this country’s economy. Our market has been in freefall since so my thanks go to  mr darling for inspiring confidence in his handling of our  finances. On Thursday last week the European Commission reported that UK Germany and Spain will fall into an economic recession this year. Our three countries have seen see two negative quarters of economic growth in a row. It also predicts that our next two quarters will also not be too promising either!   



Taylor Wimpey hit by massive loss!

96% reduction in profits hit by the lower value of its land in the UK, US 
and Spain, Profit of £4.3m, down from £119.8m last year.
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Slide FOUR (Taylor wimpey)Why is this applicable to this audience? And why am I trying to ruin your nice week away from the office? Well this was a headline that was plucked out of one of many newspapers reporting the crisis with the economy over the last few weeks. Unfortunately for the last six months the construction industry has struggled with increased interest rates, fuel rises, and basic commodity and building price rises. The knock on effect in the uk has been that the housing market has collapsed. No one is buying homes anymore because they can’t afford them. As a result building sites that were under construction have stopped working and are now laying off staff. Now this has had an impact on  the viability of these construction companies. Now if one of Britains major blue chip companies such as Taylor Wimpey has had such losses it will be hopefully just be  a poor year of returns for the shareholders. But understanding that due to the size of this company it fortunately  has a  ‘built in’ resilience. But one must consider the impact this will have on those less fortunate smaller companies, the small private building and construction firms. How will they make ends meet? Well I’m afraid the less scrupulous will be making ends meet in any way they can. That I’m afraid ladies and gentlemen is where you come in.  We are already noticing an increase in equipment theft and some unusual unlucky fires which have been destroying plant equipment recently. Is this a geniune theft or arson claim or are we seeing something more sinister emerging? Every day I am reading reports from my colleagues regarding yet another arson having destroyed a fleet of diggers, scaffold lorries or other equipment and more and more plant machinery  is being reported stolen. Is it time to push the emergency button and review plant and machinery insurance? What do you do? Walk away from insuring machinery, just ignore that side of the business ? Probably not ! Or the alternative and build in some sort of resilience to abuse theft and fraudalent claims?. Well hopefully I’m now going to highlight how we have embraced some forward thinking insurance companies here in the uk who have recognised the issues and gone together with the construction  industry and have formed a partnership with not only the police but the manufacturers, the rental and hire industries,  and the utility companies all working together in an attempt to make our losses that little bit less! What are the issues here then?   



Reported Machinery and Construction Plant Theft

• Official figures state plant is stolen to the value of £70m per annum. 
• Industry estimates this figure is much higher.
• Research by Insurance Industry estimate this figure could be as high as 

£750m.
• Once stolen very unlikely to recover lost equipment.
• Recovery less than 5% throughout the UK.
• Overall costs to Europe suggested to be £4.5 Billion/ (7.2 Euros) 
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Slide Five (Reported machinery)Prior to the sudden downturn in the economy we had already been experiencing high theft rates. Plant theft is a high return low risk crime for organised crime syndicates around the world. Throughout my service I have been dealing with criminals who have perfected the art of stealing equipment and machinery. Just as we get better or more proficient at our jobs with time, so has the organised criminal. Today we are confronted with these figures as shown!   As you can see the benefits to the criminal are quite lucrative. The official figures suggest that approxiamately  £70 million pounds worth of plant and construction equipment is stolen every year. Your industry think it is a lot higher. I have read reports within that industry that plant theft is estimated to cost the Construction industry losses somewhere between £600 to £750 million pounds per annum.   The evidence suggests that the majority of these thefts are conducted by organised criminal networks that both integrate and infiltrate the construction industry for means of theft, fraud and other such activities. These were the official figures regarding plant theft. Please notice the recovery rate for machinery. To give you an understanding of this the current recovery rate for passenger vehicles is averaging at about 54-55%. 



How does this effect the EU?

• Organised Criminal Networks free to integrate and infiltrate Construction 
Industry and building environment. 

• Disruption to time sensitive projects with theft of equipment leading to 
contractor downtime, e.g. roadwork projects/ Underground etc 

• Associated costs built into Tender Contracts by Utility Companies which 
lead to directly effect public purse.

• Plant theft results in added premiums to insurance costs.
• Security issues with variety of equipment left within Public domain i.e. 

criminal/ terrorist issues.
• No Registration system therefore Unable to identify rogue Equipment for 

both  police/criminal/enforcement purposes or for Building Safety/HSE/CE 
type approval/Emissions legislation.
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SLIDE SIX (affect EU)



How do they do it?
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Slide Seven   (How do they do it)From humble beginnings the  success of any business, is that of supply and demand. Like any global corporation the criminal networks will utilise modern technologies to their own advantage to become more efficient. He has become more organised and set up networks throughout the world using modern communications, telephones, email, internet. Etc.  Never before has it been easier or cheaper to dispose of ill gotten gains across the continents. I think we the police as a whole have recognised that the old system of county and country boundaries can no longer apply in modern policing. These people will use many different methods to infiltrate construction sites, There will some that are already embedded in the industry. Indeed  some of them will be employed unwittingly  by construction companies and utility companies  They will use any means to obtain that equipment.    They will  use just  straight old fashioned effrontery and just walk into sites and take what’s lying around unguarded.     They will target companies and construction sites at night and use force, cutting down fences and security chains to get whatever they want. And they will use a new method, something we are seeing an substantial increase with recently, identification fraud. They will impersonate  people and companies and purport to be a legitimate bona fide customer, and create elaborate cons to fool the industry into hiring or selling them equipment. They will use all of these methods to take property away.



Why do they do it? • Use in facilitating Crime & Resale throughout the World
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SLIDE eight (Dome JCB)Why do it? These Organised criminal networks want to make money. That, above all is their primary objective. And stealing plant is currently one of the easiest ways to make lots of it. It is so easy to make money from vehicle crime  that the real crime syndicates have stopped importing drugs and staging armed robberies because of the associated risks. Why attempt to import a kilo of cocaine when you can earn more money from stealing a JCB with very very little risk to yourself. If you want to make real money lets steal some plant. When was the last time you saw a policeman on the roadside stopping a piece of plant equipment. How does he know what it is? Who it belongs to? Is it stolen? And where does he start?... Then look just how easy they are to take? Who’d of thought you’re only ever need one key to start them?.   Here you see a very famous excavator!!  This one was also stolen to make money. £200 million pounds of it. It was the jcb used in the De beers diamond raid at the millenium Dome in November 2000.      But we know how that ended! 



How we would like all Plant Theft Criminals to be dealt with !
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SLIDE nine (ARMED TAKEOUT)I’d like to say all plant thieves would receive this level of police response….  Unfortunately reality is somewhat different… More lucrative and less risky is to steal it and sell  it on to one of the network who will then just export it where no further questions are asked. Stealing plant is considered by the hardened criminal to be a low risk high return crime. The gains are huge and the chances of detection remote.



Why is Recovery of Stolen Plant less than 5%

• Organised Criminal Networks who are extremely adept and professional.

• Geographical nature of worksites.

• Industry reliant on subcontracted equipment.

• Poor Security on both sites and Plant Equipment.

• No Registration or documentation system.

• Frequently transported by Third Party.

• Poor Knowledge/Lack of Specialist Police Units. 
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SLIDE  (LESS THAN 5%)Organised Criminal Networks who are extremely adept and professional.They have invariably infiltrated the industry. They know their way around equipment and site practices. They know when most equipment will go off hire and they know how to compromise the sites. Just the very nature of climbing aboard a machine and getting it started requires speciallist knowledge. To be able to move it on and off site without attracting attention indicates that knowledge.  They know exactly how and where to dispose of their ill gotten gains before they’ve even taken it and how much they are going to earn from it. They have the confidence just to front it out with both the site foreman and the police officer.    We then have to look at the worksites, many of them are rural in the middle of nowhere. The fact that the industry likes hiring in equipment assists him tremendously. Firstly because they don’t own it the  chances are less likely that they will nurture it or secure as if it was there own property. And using another method of theft the criminal will  purport to be the delivery/pick up driver of the Hire Company who has been contracted to return it as it is going off hire, producing credible collection notes to those unsuspecting security officers and busy site foremen and indeed police officers.  And then to my favourite, Security of machinery; That you can start any piece of equipment with invariably one key, added to the fact that you can buy any piece of plant equipment without a registration document, and have no facility to check whether the item is stolen or subject to a finance agreement is quite quaint if I can put it politely. 



Typical problem encountered by Police when previously dealing with plant theft:

• No Registration system
• Most generic plant appears similar 

or even the same ! 
• No easy identification of type, 

model, VIN or Chassis number 
• Poor security (one key !)
• No way of instantly checking the 

authenticity / provenance of plant.
• Difficulties with correct data for 

reports/ PNC/ identification.
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Difficulties when site manager reports initial theftWhen was it stolen?What has been stolen?Who does it belong to?Is it contracted or sub contracted property?Who is the keeper and the real loser?Who knows identification details at site?



Subsequent Identification?

• What is it?

• How do the Police identify it?

• Is it registered?

• Who does it belong to?

• How can we tell if it’s stolen?

• Should it be There!!
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Police are then to sort out and identify property stolen.Lack of specialist knowledge to confirm what has been stolen.Difficulty trying to circulate details of stolen propertyLack of correct data results in property which has to be manually input into the PNC.Sites increasingly not visited by Police causing communication difficulties.The problems are further exemplified just looking at the plant. I defy any of you to line up a JCB, a Volvo, a Terex, a Caterpillar, a Case, a Komatsu, and a New Holland backhoe excavator remove the manufacturers logo and paint them all yellow and guess correctly what they are? This also causes issues with identification.  The issue for police overwhelmingly becomes the need to quickly easily and safely to identify any piece of equipment at any time of day and night. To be able to identify equipment instantly and be able to make a valid decision about that quickly is the ultimate goal. Imagine that 2 oclock in the morning scenario when it’s pouring with rain an officer sees  equipment on the back of a strange lorry being driven into the night. He is either faced knowing he has no chance of identifying that equipment or he recognises the familiar logo and knows he can instantly check the ownership and provenance of that same equipment and then arrest any individual



Industry Concerns tackling the Problem

• Formation of Home Office Plant Theft Action Group (PTAG).
• Made up of representatives from Construction Industry, Plant 

manufacturers, Owners, Hirers, User groups, Insurers, Trade Associations 
and the Police

• Formation of a Code of Practice
• In 2006 Police Suggested Format adopted by the Construction Equipment 

Association (CEA) and PTAG.
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Formation of Home Office Plant Theft Action Group (PTAG).Made up of representatives from Construction Industry, Plant manufacturers, Owners, Hirers, User groups, Insurers, Trade Associations and the PoliceFormation of a Code of PracticeIn 2006 Police Suggested Format adopted by the Construction Equipment Association (CEA) and PTAG. For this system to be universally accepted and endorsed by all those in the industry, the data handling company securing the contract should comply with the following list of criteria: Ability to operate a secure 24/7 contact desk. Ability to produce and administer UPIN’s Ability to parallel register equipment on the DVLA ORR. Interactive website to allow instant notification of theft. Data handler meets current ISO 9000:2000, LPS1224 or BS7799 data standards. Data handler is a ACPO Cpi Endorsed Company – “Secured by Design” Company does NOT involve itself in reward from recovered equipment. Data held is not used for any third party marketing or commercial use.  



Nov 2006 – Tender scheme announced by PTAG and the CEA to 
create the National Registration Scheme. 
Jan 2007 –The scheme is named CESAR – The Construction 
Equipment Security and Registration Scheme

Vernon Coaker MP – Under Secretary for Police, Security & 
Community Safety Home Office welcomed the Construction 
industries combined efforts in the “fight against crime” 
Assistant Commissioner Met Police responsible for the City of 
London Security and advisor to the Olympic Games confirmed his 
recommendation for the 2012 Games to adopt the CESAR 
Scheme and make it mandatory. 



• Datatag Anti Counterfeit addition of unique 
RFID chip or transponder embedded within 

Identification Plate to allow instant verification 
with Datatag scanner.

• Anti Counterfeit measure  inc 
Datatag’s registered name and 
trademark to help deter and aid 
prosecution when un-official ID 

plates  manufactured or supplied 
Logo used on digits and 

background.

• CESAR Identification Plate Specification 

• Consulted with HOSDB & 
DVLA: Identification Plate 

manufactured from tamper 
evident non reflective material to 

LPS 1225 standard or similar

• EU & Int Country 
Code to aid country 

origin at border crossing 
and ports etc

• Use of special text to hinder falsification 
such as (abbr: FE Schrift)

Falschungerschwerende Schrift i.e. an O 
cannot be changed to a Q and  P cannot be 

painted to resemble R

• Contact details of 24/7 Call 
Centre, Website and Official 

CESAR logo



CESAR additional identification technology

Datatag miniature RFID transponders permanently 
concealed within each machine in wiring, acoustic 
foam, dashboard and cab area.

Datatag Datadots will be applied to protect many of the 
valuable parts of each machine making it virtually 
impossible for the thief to locate and remove.

Datatag DNA - Each machine will be protected with 
a unique chemical “DNA” coded invisible solution. 



Ease of Identification



The Benefits to the Police

• 24/7 Access to database will allow verification of any Plant.

• Preventative effect of marked plant. 

• Easy Identification allows Police, Hauliers, Customs, Local Authorities 
easy checking.

• Report of theft to either Police or Data handler.

• Data standards correct for subsequent theft reporting.

• User benefits with each piece of equipment obtaining Government           
licensing authority registration document . 



Benefits to the Industry

• Overall Costs to the Industry reduced.
• Fraud significantly reduced.
• Significant recovery of stolen plant.
• Easy and correct way to underwrite property/ Less risks.
• Defeat Organised Crime Networks who will move to softer targets.
• Free recovery of stolen Plant.
• Reduced risk of theft allows projects to finish on time. 
• Insurance premium discounted. (Between 15-25%).
• New Asset Marking allows additional systems to be added, logistics, 

costing, billing, servicing, HSE requirements, operator/driver 
training. CPCS cards, Emissions Controls etc.



Media support - Recent Press
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SLIDE 26 (LOGOS)Well this scheme has been running almost a year now with contracts in place with the CEA and Datatag signed in November 2007. In that year we have seen incredible successes. We are nearing our 20,000 registrations and all the companies above have declared standard fitment of CESAR on their equipment for the UK market.
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Stolen on a Sunday, reported stolen on the Monday found on the Wednesday and returned to work on the Thursday!



National Plant Intelligence Unit
British Machinery Insurance Association

CESAR.
A Partnership Approach to Reducing Theft of Plant
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SLIDE TWENTY SEVEN (NPIU)Later this month I am delighted to say the above unit will commence operations. It is the first wholly industry funded specialist police plant theft unit in the world. This ground breaking achievement is the result of some incredibly forward thinking directors from the BMIA. Together the top five insurers guided by Mr Neil Clutterbuck from Allianz sought funding from each of their companies to provide police with the means to tackle plant crime head on. Together with the CEA with funding donated as a direct donation from each CESAR marking fitted this group has had the foresight to assist the creation of this dedicated National Plant Intelligence Unit which will allow us to investigate both major criminal networks involved in plant and equipment theft.The intentions of the unit is to Target and dismantle these criminal syndicates. We will use financial investigation techniques and look at their criminal lifestyles, how they operate, and how they dispose of their stolen goods.  We will study exactly how their scams work, how much money they can make from it and then using this intelligence take them out!We will then use the incredibly powerful legislation that is included in the Proceeds of Crime Act. This allows us to draw conclusions of how much of their overall assets are derived from crime and then go out and legally seize those assets.So we will be looking at new and novel methods to take out these criminals, recover your property, close down their networks and more importantly seize their criminally derived assets, their houses, their flash cars and make it as genuinely uncomfortable for them as we legally can!   
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The unit will also become a focus for officers around the country to assist in any plant related matter,. that officers could tap into for their expertise. How to identify certain models, VIN numbers , plant numbers , legislation etc. The creation of a One stop shop that will become a instant port of call for any police officer throughout the uk whatever his problem.In anticipation of the creation of the unit officers from the Stolen Vehicle Unit have already been approaching manufacturers of plant equipment. A Plant Equipment guidance document is already available which gives the types of plant currently available in the construction arena. This document also records the all important locations of identifying numbers, plant  identification numbers, Vehicle identification numbers etc for vehicles not CESAR registered.  We will also be looking to setting up National sting and decoy vehicle operations using our partners to assist us in physically taking out these networks.  Using decoy plant machinery we will assist operations throughout the country to leave doctored machinery in hot spot areas so as the thieves will just never know whether the next piece of equipment they steal is going to end their reign of terror.…. 



• Arrest the Criminals!
• Creating partnership with those Insurance companies to directly 

tackle issues/fraud prevention.
• Creation of ‘Official’ Police/Insurance loss register on CESAR 

database  
• Campaign for Insurance companies to start asset registration when 

underwriting policies.
• Exciting ‘blank canvas’ to create change to bring it in line with 

car/van security.
• Working with Thatcham Insurance Research to promote 5 * security 

rating.
• Working with utility companies to highlight and demand better 

security.
• Campaign for changes in Hirer’s Agreements to promote more 

security.

What future holds? 



Protection for your company ?

• European/Worldwide CESAR Registration to be considered.
• In UK demand all insured property is CESAR marked.
• Review way companies insure property, more asset registers less 

generic risk.
• Demand register of property.
• Don’t be afraid not to insure ! Demand specifications/fleet. 
• What is point of worrying losing business when all that business is 

high risk low returns anyway.
• Insurance companies are extremely powerful and can demand 

change.



If Only ! 



www.cesarscheme.org

http://www.cesarscheme.org/
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